MAGNET LIGHT MOUNTING ARM (FOR WOOD BASE)

Instruction Manual
English

*Please read carefully.

Safety Instructions

○Do not use this product outdoors because it may cause corrosion and rust, and the durability may be reduced.
○Cannot be used for marine aquariums.
○Do not alter this product and use it forcibly in unreasonable ways.
○AQUARIUM USE ONLY

Operating Instructions
○Magnet Light Mounting Arm is specifically designed to install Magnet Light G on Wood Base SHIZUKU. (Magnet Light G
and Wood Base SHIZUKU are not included in this product.)
○Fix this product onto the Wood Base SHIZUKU using provided wood screws. Wood Base SHIZUKU has a flat surface area
of 4cm on its rear side (Fig. 1).
○Make pre-drilled holes at the mounting position with a drill for easier installation. Use the provided cord sticker to secure
the power supply cord of Magnet Light G in place if necessary.
○The built-in magnet of Magnet Light G sticks to the Mounting Arm. Put the power supply cord through the cord hole of the
Mounting Arm before installation.
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IMPORTANT
○This Product cannot be installed in below places:
・Places often having vibration.
・Places in direct sunlight, or having extremely high or low levels of humidity, or outside.
・Places with extreme temperature changes such as near an air conditioner or heater.
・Near home electric products (there is a risk for receiving an electrical shock in case aquarium water spills on them).
○When Magnet Light Mounting Arm is wet with water, immediately wipe it off with a dry towel. And when wiping off dirt, do
not use any detergent to avoid the paint to come off, but gently wipe off with a dry towel or a damp towel after wringing it out.

